Referral Notes

Questions?
Please give us a call and one of our care specialists will
assist you. We look forward to helping you use insulin
more effectively to control your blood sugar levels.
Ask your doctor to refer you to the insulin
management experts today.
Fax patient information to:
734.469.5082
For appointments:
Email: appointments@hygieia.com
Call: 734.369.9984
For more information:
Visit: d-nav.com
Call: 734.743.2838
Livonia Clinic
28807 8 Mile Rd, Suite 102
Livonia, Michigan 48152
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Let’s get your blood
sugar under control.
The d-Nav® Insulin Management Program
can help. We’re here to make insulin work
better for you by getting you the right
dose when you need it.
You will feel better and be more confident
in your treatment plan.

How does it work?
The d-Nav program uses patented technology to
identify your sugar patterns and then uses that
information to automatically determine your next
insulin dose, just like your doctor would if you
could see him or her every week.
•

•

Quickly and easily do this at home.
We designed d-Nav to be easy to learn
and use, with help available at every
step. Simply follow the step-by-step
instructions to get your customized,
recommended dose of insulin.
It is safe, proven and effective.
To date, the d-Nav program has safely
prescribed over 3.5 million insulin doses
to more than 2,000 people with type 2
diabetes. Our studies have shown that
90% of patients who use d-Nav achieve
lower A1c within three months.

•

You’re not alone!
d-Nav care specialists will help you get
started and answer all your questions
by phone or in person at our clinic.
We’ll also communicate regularly with
your referring doctor.

I feel this has saved my life!
It’s easy to use, I’m checking
sugars daily, I like knowing how
much insulin to take. You’ve
allowed me to take control of
my diabetes!

